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A foreword by  
Rabbi Geoffrey
Afternoon.

Rabbi Geoffrey Cohen here. I’m not happy about it. I’ve been dragged 
out of retirement to write a foreword for some piece of banal narish-

keit they are calling a ‘Jewdas Haggadah’. Unpaid of course, the fucking 
schnorrers. Don’t they know how busy I am? In the time it’s taken me to 
write this I could have ate twelve fishballs and a chollah and cream cheese 
sandwich. At least.

You see it’s all a big fraud. They call me the founder of Jewdas. Feh. I never 
set out to found anything. I just wanted to get invited to all the posh Jewish 
parties and move out of my ‘studio flat’ in Upper Clapton. I thought if I did 
a few stunts I’d start getting invited to the better kiddishes and get offered a 
cushy job promoting ‘youth engagement’ at the UJIA.

Did it work out like that? Did it gehennom. I achieved this weird notoriety 
and after a while all these kids wanted to get involved, flush with what the 
goyim call ‘ideology’. They actually believe in all this stuff, wanting to bring 
moshiach ‘bimheirah b’yameinu’ yada yada yada. It’s the classic thing where 
a great and holy leader creates something and their followers wreck it: just 
ask Jesus, Moses and Reverent Moon. I wish I could call up my old chaver 
Rabbi Louis Jacobs. He’d get it, he’d be turning in his grave if he could see 
what they’ve done to his beloved scientology.

And what happens now? These kids swan around the world getting inter-
viewed in the press and going to fancy-schmancy conferences, proclaiming 
a new era of radical Judaism. And where am I, the gantser macher of Gants 
Hill, the Ilui of Ilford, the Godol Hador of Golders Green? Stuck here in 
the second to last kosher hotel in Bournemouth drowning my sorrows in 
Slivovitz. 
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I suppose at this point I should say something positive. About the benefits 
of Jewish diversity and how it’s wonderful to have another haggadah to add 
to the field. Sod that. We have far too many already, you can hardly have a 
seder nowadays, everyone is on a different page. And most of them are too 
heavy, because they are so filled up with liberal platitudes. Just get to the 
meal already. 

I guess the one good side of this ‘Jewdas’ movement is that the Jewish 
establishment hate them. They must be doing something right. Much as the 
kids drive me nuts it’s important to keep in mind that the Board of Deputies 
and Jewish Leadership Council are total and utter c****.

So that’s it. I’ve said my piece. Just one thing before I go. Pluto Press have 
said they’ll cover any legal costs from the book so it’s a good opportunity 
to settle a few old scores.* ‘Chief Rabbi’ Jonathan Sacks† is an intellectual 
fraud who never actually went to Cambridge, just to an open day. Moses 
Montefiore was really an Anglican from Devon, he just pretended to be Jew 
in order to become famous.  And Stephen Pollard isn’t circumcised. If he 
disputes this let him prove it in court.

– Geoffrey 
5779

* No we have not – Pluto
† Redacted pending legal advice
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48 Wasamiracle Rd 
Muswell Hill 

N13 7RY 

Dear Bibi,

I am writing to bring to your attention the recent discovery of ancient 
Jewish scrolls in the Porter Brook in South Yorkshire. Normally such a 

finding would be widely publicised and celebrated within the Jewish world, 
however in this instance I suggest we keep this out of the media.

The scrolls have largely disintegrated, but I was able to piece together some 
fragments and translate the text. The fragments appear to be from a text 
which has a strong diasporist sentiment, seemingly authored by a ‘Rabbi 
Geoffrey Cohen’.

The text contains instructions for Rabbi Geoffrey’s followers to create a 
diasporist haggadah, which should propagate a multitude of dangerous ideas 
such as taking down capitalism, instituting global and space communism, 
liberating the oppressed and dismantling all nation-states.

Following an extensive search of East London, I managed to track down 
Rabbi Geoffrey’s followers, who were singing Yiddish and revolutionary 
songs loudly and out of tune in a derelict old synagogue. I successfully 
distracted them with abundant pickles while one of my associates quickly 
confiscated their papers.

This worrying haggadah has a strong sense of doikayt (hereness) and incites 
its readers to create radical change in the world.

Worst of all, this heretical haggadah appears to be fully functional, suggesting 
an intent to enable Jews across the diaspora to hold diasporist seders of 
their own, which would constitute a grave threat to the status quo and our 
claim of a homogenous Jewish community.

This is an extremely dangerous haggadah and it is essential it does not get 
into the wrong hands. I have attached a copy to be analysed by Mossad so 
we can finally put a stop to this fun, political and joyous form of Jewish 
practice.

Best, Chief Rabbit Flopkin
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Dear Chief Rabbit Flopkin,

Jewdas are a group of self-hating, stupid, childish self-proclaimed ‘Jews’, 
who are pariahs among the anglo-Jewish community. They are antisemitic 

and support terrorism.

I am actually really busy destroying villages and not interested in the internal 
politics of anglo-Jewry

Please stop sending things to me.

– BiBi
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A guide to

Jewish
Practice

in the Late
Capitalist

Era.
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Introduction

* While this tune is widely attributed to Debbie Friedman, this does not explain how 
it came to be accepted and used across all denominations. The only explanation for its 
ubiquity is that the tune was delivered to Moishe at Mount Sinai.

Each week at the Diasporist Beis Din of South Yorkshire, we receive 
countless queries seeking advice on whether porridge made with 

oat milk is treyf. During Pesach however, enquiries about oats naturally 
subside, and give way to a wave of requests for advice on how to practice 
Judaism ‘authentically’. Looking back through our records, it is clear that 
the search for authentic Jewish practice is one that generations of Jews have 
been struggling with for centuries.

Some schools of thought understand authentic Judaism as a Judaism which 
resists the pushes and pulls of whatever social or historical context that we 
find ourselves in. They weave a narrative that our traditions and practices 
are ancient, that the Judaism of our ancestors was recognisable to the 
Judaism that we practice today. while some of our traditions are indeed 
ancient and unchanged from the time of the bible, such as the Havdala 
nusach,* circumcision and setting up excessive numbers of Jewish communal 
organisations and then complaining that there isn’t one that represents you 
exactly, many traditions are newer and have been developed by Jews in 
response to the society they live in at the time.

At the Diasporist Beis Din, we understand ‘authentic’ Jewish practice to be 
everchanging, constantly responding to the world around us. For us today, 
the question is ‘What does it mean to be Jewish in the late capitalist era?’. 
This is not a question which can or should be answered, but a question to 
be pondered upon, and struggled with. It is a question to write down in a 
notebook and then lose it, and then find it a few weeks later and be confused. 
It is a question to be asked in a group discussion, in a philosophical way that 
will make you look clever. Try asking it out loud now. Try it.

Here at the Diasporist Beis Din, it is a question that we struggle with every 
day. It provides a framework with which we answer all the questions and 
dilemmas that our communities bring to us.
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To be Jewish in the era of late capitalism, is to be Jewish in a time when 
states impose borders round countries and restrict movement, when we are 
beginning to feel the devastating effects of climate change, yet governments 
are still facilitating the extraction and burning of fossil fuels, when the super 
rich are hoarding the world’s resources, evading tax, bombing civilians and 
generally doing very very bad things.

But it is also being Jewish in a time just before the revolution, where we are 
amplifying our resistance, where we are winning our fights, where we are 
throwing parties which are better than ever before. It is being Jewish in a 
time of fear and of hope, a time of healing and fighting, and a time where 
ha’olam haba (the world to come) is just round the corner.

We include in this section of the haggadah an abridged guide to Jewish 
practice in the late capitalist era, inspired by the most frequent questions 
that we get asked.
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Fragments from the 
Book of Geoffrey
With permission from the European museum of Jewish Diasporist history

This fragment, recovered from the River Don in Sheffield appears to be 
from the Book of Geoffrey. While some diasporists believe that this was 

written by Geoffrey herself, from an archaeological perspective, it seems to 
have been written in 1740, at least 300 years after Geoffrey was born.

Through advanced archaeological research methods, academics at the 
Diasporist Beis Din of South Yorkshire have managed to reconstruct the 
text that these fragments came from.

A reconstructed 
page from the 

Book of Geoffrey
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Rashi: You shall hold. You shall host in your home or in any community 
centre which is affordable to your comrades. A diasporist seder: as it will be 
explained later in the gemara. On the fourth night: the halacha is that a seder 
can be diasporist on any night of pesach but a fourth night seder may not be 
held on the third 
night or the 
fifth night. Why 
the fourth? The 
gemara will explain 
reasons for hold-
ing the seder on 
the fourth night. 
The matriarchs: of 
the tenach. Health 
food: food for hip-
pies as it is found 
in Camden.

Rabbi Geoffrey taught: You shall 
hold a diasporist seder on the 
fourth night of pesach.

The gemara asks: why fourth? 
Four is the matriarchs, as it is 
written; Sarah, Rebecca, Rachel 
and Leah. But Bilhah and Zilpah 
is six. Four is the corners of a 
square matzah. But Rakusens 
are branching out into the 
health food market with circular 
matzahs. Four is the corners of 
the earth where the diaspora 
is scattered. But science. Say 
instead: first night with family, 
second night with synagogue, 
third night the community centre 
was unavailable as it had been 
booked out by the yoga group.

TOSFOS: A 
diasporist seder. 
While much of 
the Gemera and 
c o m m e n t a r y 
is dedicated to 
understanding 
while the seder 
is held on the 
fourth night, the 
more pressing 
questions is 
why we should 
hold a seder at 
all given that 
there is still  so 
much work to 
do, to overcome 
injustice.
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Rashi: You shall lean: to tilt your upper body. But why does it say to lean? This 
is because it is given that the diasporists are already facing left in all aspects 
of their daily tasks. Left. Why left and not right? Why not lean forward or 
backward or twirl while drinking? It will be explained that left is the direction 
of justice and 
compassion, 
equality and 
w i l d e r n e s s . 
When you 
drink wine: we 
are instructed 
to drink wine, 
not eat it.  The 
leaning must 
be done at the 
same time as 
drinking as 
this is fun for 
everyone

Rabbi Geoffrey taught: You 
shall lean left when you drink 
the wine at the seder.

The gemara asks: does leaning 
left only apply to drinking?! 
Didn’t we learn in a Baraita: Rav 
Audrey taught: It says regarding 
the tamid offering ‘bring it every 
day [on the left].’ And the word 
[lhakriv] is used there. Similarly 
the word [lhakriv] is used in 
regards to binge drinking. 
The gemara clarifies on Rav 
Audreys statement: what is 
meant by binge drinking? Any 
time that one drinks ‘four’ cups 
of wine in one evening. Clearly, 
leaning left is mentioned in the 
case of the tamid and therefore 
applies too to our seder. and 
can therefore be assumed to be 
constant.

TOSFOS: But didn’t 
we learn in masechet 
gittin that one must 
lean right at all 
times? However, it 
appears to us that 
leaning right is only 
done when appealing 
to institutions for 
funding (example: 
fundraising dinners 
when drinking wine 
must be done in excess) 
and when writing 
grant applications. 
During these times, 
our practice is to lean 
right and take selfies 
with zebras while 
clapping for Tories. 
(and qualifying this as 
a once a year practice). 
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How to have a 
diasporist seder

In the Book of Geoffrey 2:14-16 we are commanded to hold diasporist 
seders during the festival of Pesach – but what is a ‘diasporist seder’ 

exactly?

Rashi explains that to fulfil this mitzva, there are two basic requirements:
1. Hold a seder 
2. Be in the diaspora

The Jewdas Beis Din adds in one more component of all diasporist seders: 
diasporist kavanah (intention). A good starting point is to develop a 
personal philosophy of what ‘diasporism’ means to your community. 
Diasporism inherently manifests uniquely to each community at each 
moment in time. But its uniqueness is held by its universality, that is the 
connection of all struggles and all communities.

Diasporism offers an alternative to Zionism, by placing the diaspora as 
the focus of our Jewish practice, bringing to our attention the joys and 
struggles of people both close to us and far away. Diasporism invites us 
to tell the stories of our ancestors’ lives in the diaspora, and to dream our 
own diaspora futures into reality.

To hold a diasporist seder, ask yourself and your community – what are 

the liberation stories that you want to tell, that you are called to tell? 

Whose oppression is ongoing? Whose stories are silenced?

Consider what the customs of the seder mean to you. Be thoughtful and 

joyful with your seder, be flexible and radical.

This is the haggadah that we will use at our diasporist seder in 5779. You 
are welcome to take it as a whole to use at your seder, however you are also 
invited to use this haggadah as inspiration, using bits that speak to you and 
setting aside the parts that don’t.
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‘if she happens to be in the State of Israel for Pesach, [then] she  
[should] erect an eruv for the festival [of Pesach], then the land  

and its people [that fall] within the eruv [shall be considered  
to be] in the diaspora for the duration [of Pesach]’

Unfortunately if you live in Sheffield, UK or Sheffield, Massachusetts this 
exception cannot be applied, but you can still hold a diasporist seder in 
Rotherham or Barnsley in the UK, or Millerton, NY if you are in the US.

 ואם נמצאת היא במדינת ישראל בזמן פסח,
תבנה ערוב לחג, והאדמה הנכללת ואנשיה יוגלו

GUIDANCE FOR THOSE WHO DON’T LIVE IN 
THE DIASPORA

If you happen to not be in the diaspora but still wish to hold a diasporist 
seder, you can observe a tradition started by Rav Freda Bat Levi in Tractate 
Golus:

Key
 diaspora
 diaspora
 not diaspora

WHERE IS THE DIASPORA?
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How to hold  
a seder

THE TIME:

Choose a date within 
the eight days of 
Pesach. The dates of 
Pesach move around 
each year so google it. 
Traditionally seders 
are held on the first 
and second nights, but 
you can have a seder 
on any night, or in the 
morning if you really 
wanted to.

THE PEOPLE:

Invite your community: 
friends, family, 
strangers. You can’t 
have a seder on your 
own, it’s a community 
event. If you don’t 
know anyone, see 
if you can find a 
community nearby that 
shares your values. 
Hey, new friends!

THE FOOD:

Worry about food. 
Either cook or get 
people to bring a 
dish. Overcatering is a 
traditional Jewish value 
(see kiddush, glossary), 
and we recommend a 
food-propaganda ratio 
(FPR) of at least 5. 
 (See FPR, glossary) 

Prepare the seder  
plate (see pages 76–8 
for what we are 
including on ours)

THE SERVICE:

Have a flick through the haggadah in advance and plan which bits you’re 
going to do and which sections you’re going to leave out or find alternatives 
for. Diasporist seders are all unique, created for a specific community.

Find new readings, decide which stories you want to tell. Whose liberation 
will you celebrate and whose oppression do you need to work harder for? 

Though most seders have a ‘leader’ to keep everyone on track, the haggadah 
does a good job at bringing everyone to the same level. In small gatherings 
we generally go round the table, with each person reading a paragraph. In a 
larger group you could allocate parts in advance and check that people are 
comfortable reading.

This haggadah has been compiled by many Jewdas organisers, and our varied 
Jewish practices are reflected in it. We’ve used a mix of genders for Hebrew 
blessings, mix of different transliterations and translations.
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